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Abstract: Internet services have collected our personal data since their inception. In the beginning, 1

the personal data collection was uncoordinated and was limited to a few selected data types such 2

as names, ages, birthdays, etc. Due to the widespread use of social media, more and more personal 3

data has been collected by different online services. We increasingly see the Internet of Things (IoT) 4

devices are also being adopted by consumers making it possible for companies to capture personal 5

data (including very sensitive data) with much less effort and autonomously at a very low cost. 6

Current systems architectures aim to collect, store, and process our personal data in the cloud with 7

very limited control in giving back to citizens. However, Personal Data Stores (PDS) have been 8

proposed as an alternative architecture where personal data will be stored within households, giving 9

us complete control (self-sovereignty) over our data. This paper surveys the current literature on 10

Personal Data Stores (PDS) that enable individuals to collect, control, store and manage their data. In 11

particular, we provide a comprehensive review of related concepts and the expected benefits of PDS 12

platforms. Further, we compare and analyse existing PDS platforms in terms of their capabilities and 13

core components. Subsequently, we summarise major challenges and issues facing PDS platforms’ 14

development and widespread adoption. 15

Keywords: Internet of Things; Personal Data Store; Data Vaults; Personal Data Management; Personal 16

Informatics 17

1. Introduction 18

The technological advancement in individuals’ daily life has increased the creation, 19

exchange and use of personal data to levels we have never seen before. Social media 20

platforms alone are responsible for creating a big part of this data since more than 4.2 billion 21

people are daily using these platforms [1]. Other online web services (e.g., search engines, 22

emails, digital file storage, etc.) also generate massive amounts of data. In addition to that, 23

with the pervasiveness of IoT technologies1, billions of smart objects ( e.g., sensors, home 24

appliances, cameras, etc.) are designed to generate and collect a wealth of personal data. 25

However, despite the tremendous benefits of using these technologies, there are 26

growing concerns and challenges regarding the control and ownership of personal data [3]. 27

While control of personal data refers to the ability to collect, organise, protect and store the 28

data, ownership refers to having the right and ability to create economic and social value 29

[4]. In the current centralised Internet infrastructure, individuals have little or no control 30

over the storage and usage of their data [5]. Furthermore, with this centralised structure, 31

personal data are vulnerable to data security and privacy issues (e.g., data breaches by 32

Facebook) and unlawful usage of the data [6]. Besides, individuals will not be able to use 33

their data as a valuable asset to create profit. 34

With the emergence of the Personal Data Store (PDS) and the introduction of the 35

General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), the focus shifted from a service provider- 36

1 Internet of Things IoT: refers to a trend where a large number of embedded devices "smart objects" employ
communication service offered by the Internet protocols[2]
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centric model to a user-centric model as a potential solution for the challenges mentioned 37

above. In the user-centric model, individuals have full control and ownership over their 38

data. This means they have the right to collect, self-manage and exchange their data. 39

PDS platforms are designed to achieve this by allowing individuals to aggregate scattered 40

data from different online systems (e.g., social media, banks, hospitals, airlines, etc.) and 41

provide the tools needed to manage and share their data [7]. Also, these PDS platforms 42

allow individuals to create value for their data by providing tools for data trading based on 43

their privacy preferences and permissions [4]. 44

Currently, most of the research related to the PDS model focused on the development 45

of PDS platforms that enforce user privacy preferences [8], [9], and provide capabilities to 46

store and share personal data [10], [11], [10], [12]. However, no previous research study has 47

offered a comprehensive review of current PDS platforms within the academic literature. 48

Thus, we aim to fill this gap in the literature by posing the following question (RQ): What is 49

the current research and development status on personal data stores regarding architectures, 50

capabilities, and challenges? 51

In order to answer this research question, we review the related literature and provide 52

the most recent research development of PDS platforms. Our review covers the theoretical 53

advantages and disadvantages of PDS technology as an alternative solution for a user- 54

centric model for individuals to regain control over personal data. Further, we discuss the 55

meaning, types and value of personal data that exist in the online environment. Therefore, 56

our contributions can be summarised as follows: 57

• We review the recent research related to the developments of Personal Data Stores, 58

covering their benefits, capabilities, and architectural design. 59

• We elaborate, compare and analyse the capabilities and the architectural design of 60

existing PDS platforms. 61

• We discuss the open problems and challenges that face the development and adoption 62

of PDS platforms and outline some important future research directions. 63

The rest of this paper is organised as follows: The paper begins with a brief discussion 64

on the background of personal data in Section 1. It then explores the direct and indirect 65

value of personal data. Then, section 3 describes the research methods we used to review 66

and search the current literature. Next, section 4 explains the fundamental idea of personal 67

data store, the expected advantages and disadvantages of the PDS model, key enabling 68

technologies for PDS platforms and existing PDS Platforms. Section 5 profoundly investi- 69

gates the capabilities of PDS platforms, along with their architectures and components in 70

Section 6. We then provide brief discussions in section 7. Next, section 8 presents different 71

types of challenges facing the development of PDS platforms. Finally, section 9 discusses a 72

few lessons learned from the literature, and the Conclusion follows in Section 12. 73

74

2. Research Background on Personal Data 75

2.1. An Overview of Personal Data, Dimensions, and its Value 76

Personal data refers to a vital aspect of our digital world. Some may refer to personal 77

data as our photos, emails, and digital footprints. However, personal data involves more 78

than that. According to [13] "personal data is defined as any information relating to an identified 79

or identifiable natural person (’data subject’); an identifiable person is the one who can be identified, 80

directly or indirectly, in particular by reference to an identification number or to one or more factors 81

specific to his physical, physiological, mental, economic, cultural or social identity". Van [14] uses 82

a unique approach to define personal data as any the information over which a person has 83

some interest or control to negotiate their environment or order their livers". Based on this 84

definition, personal data refers to various things in different disciplines and communities. 85

In literature, however, personal data can be categorised into three types based on 86

its origin [15]. One is the volunteered data, which is provided or created by individuals 87

(e.g. photos, emails, tweets and online transaction data and others). The second type is 88

the observed data, such as internet browsing preferences, surveillance video, location, call 89
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detail records and others. Finally, inferred data where computational analysis is used, such 90

as credit scores, consumer profiles, predictive traffic flows and targeted advertisements 91

[13]. 92

According to [16], personal data can also be classified into multiple dimensions. The 93

first dimension is the format, which includes documents, multimedia, web pages, email 94

and database. The second dimension is named the source, which refers to where personal 95

data is generated, including but not limited to personal devices, social media and sensors. 96

The third dimension is the abstraction level of personal data, including metadata and 97

instance data. The fourth dimension is the semantics and functions, which are about data 98

preference, web footprints and others. Finally, the last dimension is related to the storage 99

location, including local, distributed and centralised cloud storage. As shown in Figure 1, 100

both classifications can be combined to provide a comprehensive picture of our data. 101
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Figure 1. Two levels Classification of Personal Data (PD)[15],[16]. Level one involves volunteered
data (intentionally created by a user), Observed PD (created automatically about a user), and Inferred
PD (generated after computational analysis). Level two involves format, source, abstraction level,
storage location and semantics and functions of PD.

2.2. The Value of Personal Data from users perspective 102

Individuals will gain direct and indirect value with a practical ability to control, protect 103

and share personal data. Eventually, online services that provide no tools or methods to 104

control personal data might be neglected and abandoned. Therefore, some research works 105

provide initial ideas about how people will trade and sell their data. For example, [17] 106

propose a subscription service that allows individuals to directly and explicitly sell their 107

data to interested buyers. The proposed subscription involves different data packages. 108

The price of these packages is determined by the data sensitivity level (the more sensitive, 109

the more expensive). Another mechanism is proposed to guide individuals to trade data 110

without allowing agents to access private personal data. Regarding data trading, [18] 111

has introduced an iterative auction mechanism used by various agents (data owners, 112
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collectors, and users) to coordinate the data trading among those agents. In the context of 113

the IoT ecosystem, [19] proposed sensing as a service model. This business model enables 114

individuals to exchange their data (e.g., trade) with data consumers (e.g., companies and 115

governments). 116

The value of personal data can be realised in the user-centric model. This model 117

aims to enable individuals to control the process of personal data collection, management, 118

use and sharing with others [20]. Chessa and Loiseau [21] have introduced a cooperative 119

personal data store (CPDS) model for managing social network data. In this model, the 120

CPDS works as an intermediary between users and online services that collects personal 121

data and relationships of users who opt-in, selects an efficient data disclosure profile and 122

appropriately rewards users. This research aims to quantify the value of personal data 123

contributed by each user to establish a fair and efficient reward mechanism. The user- 124

centric model also provides a context where rules and policies are deployed to enforce 125

fundamental principles that individuals care about, such as trust and transparency [22], 126

[20]. 127

The value of personal data can be viewed in the following: 128

• Personal data represents the Internet footprints of individuals. The size of such 129

data gradually grows as they use various online services and mobile devices daily. 130

Service providers automatically generate, track, and record these types of data. Very 131

sophisticated tools will then be used for aggregating and analysing the footprints for 132

a deeper understanding of users’ behaviours. 133

• Personal data is the e-history of individuals. Nowadays, people intensively use social 134

media and other online services from an early age [23]. They also depend on many of 135

these services for social interactions. With a practical ability to control personal data, 136

individuals will become able to view and summarise crucial parts of their history. 137

• Using personal data can be used to offer and provide personalised online services and 138

advertisements ideally. 139

3. Research Methodology 140

3.1. Search Process and Paper Selection 141

The aim of surveying all publications related to the development of PDS implies the 142

need to go through a careful and comprehensive search process. The process involves 143

several steps, which will be explained below: 144

To begin with, we include all papers that discuss and address any aspects of PDS, 145

such as benefits, functions, architecture, challenges, etc. We also use only papers written in 146

English and published as conference papers, journal papers, theses, technical reports or 147

books. So far, we have performed two types of searches on related publications published 148

from 2000: 149

• Using online library search including major search engines: ACM Digital Library, 150

IEEE Xplore Digital Library, Elsevier ScienceDirect and Google scholar. As shown in 151

Table 1, we list all the used search terms and their combinations. 152

• Reference list search for identifying papers missed in the previous step (Backward 153

and forward search). 154

155

We carefully read each publication’s title and abstract (and relevant sections when 156

necessary). In case of insufficient information in the title and abstracts to make a decision, 157

we further reviewed the full text of the paper. This step is critical to exclude irrelevant 158

papers that did not meet the aim of this report. Then, we manually filter out unrelated 159

publications. Later, key authors might be contacted via email to check whether we have 160

covered all important references and the accuracy of information regarding our descriptions 161

of their works. 162
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Table 1. Terms used for online search

Category Terms

General
Personal data store(PDS).
PDS OR Personal Informatics(PI).
PDS OR personal data management(PDM).

Specific

PDS OR PDM OR PI AND (Design).
PDS OR PDM OR PI AND (architecture).
PDS OR PDM OR PI AND (functions).
PDS OR PDM OR PI AND (data sharing).
PDS OR PDM OR PI AND (functions or capabilities).
PDS OR PDM OR PI AND (functions).

Table 2. Taxonomy of topics related to Personal Data Stores PDS

Theoretical Aspects

Benefits [24], [25], [21]
Models [26], [21], [27], [28], [29], [30]
PI [31], [32], [33], [34]
PDM [35], [36], [37], [38]
Regulations [24], [39]
Challenges [19], [25], [40]

Technical Aspects

Data sharing [41], [42], [43], [44]
Access-control [45], [46]
Data Privacy [47], [48], [49]
Data storage [24]

3.2. Research Analysis 163

To classify topics related to PDS in this survey, we first analysed all the collected 164

papers. Based on this analysis, we found that research aspects can be categorised into two 165

top-level categories: theoretical and technical aspects. Each category was then divided 166

into sub-categories based on the correlation to the top-level categories. Table 2 presents a 167

detailed taxonomy of research related to personal data stores. The collected papers were 168

then manually classified and assigned to each sub-category. As we mentioned above, the 169

research landscape of PDS can be viewed in two ways: theoretical and technical aspects. 170

The former focuses on what has been directly published in the literature regarding the 171

adoption and development of the data store model. The latter view the technical aspects of 172

PDS platforms and some variables that might be used to solve technical issues facing the 173

development of PDS platforms. 174

4. Evolution of Personal Data Store 175

The idea of the personal data store goes back to the early 2000s when [50] introduces 176

the concept of a personal digital store. The initial idea of this concept was to store and 177

capture digital materials (e.g., books, photos, and other digital documents). This idea was 178

developed for MyLifeBits as a platform to store scanned paper files and record, store, and 179

access a personal lifetime archive [51]. Personal web observatories are another concept 180

based on the idea of PDS [52]. A personal web observatory is a technical platform that, first 181

and foremost, enables individuals to consolidate and archive their data that is dispersed 182

among multiple sources. Later, the concept of Personal Information Management (PIM) 183

[35] and Personal dataspace management [53] was introduced to specifically focus on the 184

process of managing personal digital information such as emails, images, HTML, XML, 185

audio, video, and so on. However, these concepts merely focus on how an individual 186

manages his or her data and ignore the capability of sharing or even trading their data with 187

other entities (data consumers) to gain returned values [54]. 188

4.1. Privacy as a Driver for PDS to Flourish 189

A personal Data Store can be described as a model, framework, architecture or ecosys- 190

tem designed to give individuals ultimate control over their personal data. A person 191

could collect, store, manage and share his data according to his rules [29]. This definition 192

has focused only on the fundamental processes that PDSs should have. However, other 193
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researchers further provide more details to describe PDS platforms. According to Van 194

Kleek and OHara (2014), a PDS is defined as "a set of capabilities built into a software platform 195

or service that allows an individual to manage and maintain his or her digital information, artefacts 196

and assets, longitudinally and self-sufficiently, so it may be used practically when and where it can 197

form the individual’s benefit as perceived by the individual, and shared with others directly, without 198

relying on external third parties". 199

However, recent research initiatives have proposed better forms of PDS that empower 200

individuals to own, control, manage and share their personal data. The PDS model is 201

fundamentally designed to give individuals the ability to have complete control over 202

their data [55]. As a result, different terms have been introduced in the literature, such as 203

Personal Data Stores (PDSs), Databox, Data Hub, Personal Information Hub, Personal Data 204

Vaults, Personal Container, Smart Hubs, and Home Hubs. 205

206

4.2. Data sovereignty as a Legal Requirement 207

Data sovereignty is another relevant concept to the PDS model, which is defined as the 208

capability for individuals to have full control and determine restrictions and rules about the 209

usage of their data (e.g., access control authorisation and usage duration) before sharing it 210

with data consumers [56], [57]. Additionally, all potential data consumers need to be trans- 211

parent with the data owner. Recently, the Industrial Data Space (IDS) standard initiative 212

has proposed a reference architecture model [58]. Based on this model, data sovereignty 213

has been considered a prerequisite for the personal data ecosystem where individuals have 214

the ability to exploit their data as an asset for creating business opportunities for data 215

producers and data consumers. 216

217

4.3. The Anticipated Advantages of PDS Model 218

One of the PDS model’s most prominent benefits is user empowerment. Empower- 219

ing users means the ability for individuals to collect, analyse, manage and share it with 220

others. This also leads them to regain complete control over data processing. As a result, 221

individuals need to give their consent for data processing and be better informed about it 222

(e.g., potential risks, real-time logs, audits, monitoring and visualisations). Empowerment 223

would allow individuals to understand better how their data is being processed and feel 224

empowered by using controlling tools provided by PDS platforms. It could also increase 225

the trust of individuals to be more engaged in online transitions. 226

The second benefit would be the ability for individuals to increase the level of security 227

by determining what, who, and when personal data can be accessed and shared [29]. 228

Besides, regular leakages and privacy issues of even big and popular cloud-based data 229

silos can be minimised by using the PDS model. This would be very useful to enable a 230

decentralised platform that encourages third-party and app developers to embrace more 231

privacy-friendly approaches [59]. Furthermore, a decentralised platform would enable 232

new applications that combine data from many silos to draw inferences unavailable in the 233

existing marketplace [40]. According to the literature, this model could solve and lessen 234

many of today’s issues and concerns related to privacy and data protection. 235

The PDS model could also be a viable solution for organisations and app developers to 236

access a wide range of personal data (e.g., medical data, bank statements, shopping history 237

or fitness activities) that would be difficult, or illegal to be collected using current means. In 238

addition to that, once the model is appropriately deployed, online service providers could 239

easily transfer data (with data subject permission). This would then allow organisations 240

(data consumers) to have clean, rich, and safe data. This is a dream come true for third 241

parties, including big organisations and app developers, to perform computations and 242

analytics with clean and rich data. Organisations could also reduce the burdens associated 243

with acquiring and managing individuals’ data. 244
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Another promising benefit of PDS architecture is that individuals will eventually gain 245

the capability to make profits by monetising their personal data. PDS platforms, many 246

of which are under development, have proposed various business models to achieve this 247

feature. For instance, some of these platforms ask data consumers (e.g., app developers) to 248

pay per data transaction, and the type of personal data determines the price. This means an 249

app developer could access an individual’s data once consent is approved. Other platforms 250

(e.g., PDS Mydex) require app developers to pay registration fees to be part of the PDS’ 251

ecosystem and access individuals’ personal data. Alternatively, payments could also be 252

required when app developers need to transfer and/or collective computations[60]. In 253

return, individuals will earn small cash, discounts, or other rewards when they share their 254

personal data. 255

Finally, PDS architecture is expected to provide the tools that enable individuals to 256

analyse their personal data and gain insights about themselves. The ability to self-quantify, 257

self-knowledge or self-reflect has become possible due to personal informatics tools and the 258

improved sensor technology [61]. At first, research in this area mainly focused on the utility 259

of personal informatics. Other researchers went beyond that to suggest concentrating 260

on the role and experience of living with data (’lived’ informatics) [31], [32], [62]. To 261

define personal informatics (PI), Li and Forlizzi[63] conducted surveys and interviews with 262

people who collect and reflect on personal information. They define PI as systems that 263

assist people in collecting relevant information intending to reflect and gain knowledge 264

about themselves. A stage-based model was derived, in which five stages were discussed 265

(preparation, collection, integration, reflection and action). Some research works have 266

developed methods that assist individuals in making sense of live data derived from smart 267

home sensors [64], [65] and reflect on their personal data and gain insights. Choe [66] built 268

a web-based application called Visualised Self that helps users visualise and explore data. 269

Feustel [67] examined how individuals make sense of their own data when it is presented 270

alongside others’ aggregated data. This research work investigated how people could 271

integrate others’ data to make sense of their own data and how they identify insights and 272

form goals without pre-existing social ties. 273

274

4.4. The Disadvantages of PDS Model 275

As discussed previously, the PDS model provides multiple sensible benefits for in- 276

dividuals regarding data protection, data sovereignty and privacy. However, this model 277

introduces several drawbacks that may prevent individuals from realising these benefits. 278

The main drawback is that a potential increase of responsibility may be laid on individuals 279

to manage and control their data, particularly for those who are not technically savvy. This 280

also includes the burden to give and manage access and consent for data consumers, which 281

may lead to privacy risks, and unintended consequences [8]. Another important issue is 282

data availability and accessibility, especially for local-based PDS platforms. Individuals 283

need to securely access their personal data from anywhere and anytime. Also, current PDS 284

platforms are still in the early development stages and do not follow technical standards. 285

Each platform has different security and privacy policies, terms of service, functionalities, 286

used technologies and systems. Thus, this may require individuals to spend a lot of time 287

and effort before they realise the value of using PDS platforms. 288

4.5. Smart Home Platforms as a PDS 289

The smart home platform (SHP) is a digital home system that enables a homeowner 290

to control, optimise and monitor some home functions such as thermostats, lighting, air 291

conditions, security systems and others. These functions can be managed using software 292

called (Platforms), which acts as the backbone of this digital ecosystem. A typical smart 293

home platform is built to integrate a heterogeneous set of physical devices from various 294

brands, such as Nest thermostats, security cameras or smart lighting bulbs. With all 295

these devices in place, individuals manage each device using a mobile application. This 296

application will then allow a user to create, edit or even delete different types of routines 297
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and automatic rules such as trigger-action routines (e.g., warn me there is activity at my 298

living room, turn the air condition when I am heading home) and scheduled routines (e.g., 299

open the curtain at my bedroom with sunrise and everyday switch all lights off at 8:00 p.m.). 300

However, using SHP allows homeowners to have central control over multiple devices 301

and a unified interface for accessing sensor data. Another essential feature of the smart 302

home platform is the increase of interoperability and connectivity between smart home 303

devices by using various proposed solutions such as a unified control platform or an open 304

IoT platform [68], [69]. As a result, users could connect smart devices from a wide range of 305

manufacturers easily. What makes smart home platforms more fascinating is their ability to 306

collect data related to motion, temperature, lighting control, and the state of smart devices 307

[70], [71]. This data can be handy for individuals to self-reflect and self-monitor. 308

Nevertheless, collecting meaningful data from smart home platforms would be chal- 309

lenging because they have different data storage methods [70]. In addition, smart home 310

platforms do not provide technological solutions for individuals to store and analysis 311

personal data. In contrast, PDS platforms are designed to collect, store and analyse personal 312

data from different sources. Therefore, it would be realistic and motivating to convert a 313

smart home platform into a PDS platform. By doing so, individuals could take advantage 314

of both platforms and can store and collect a large amount of data related to their smart 315

home devices. Then, they would be able to use the collected data for personal analytics 316

and data trading. 317

Regarding main components and functions, SHP platforms share some similarities 318

to PDS platforms, which can be seen in Figure 2. According to Kafle [72], the general 319

architecture of smart home platforms consists of apps, devices (e.g. sensors, lighting 320

bulbs, smart speakers, etc.), and centralised data store where added sensors, rules, routines 321

and state variables of the entire smart home are stored. These components typically 322

communicate locally over Wi-Fi networks or over the Internet. However, unlike PDS 323

platforms, which is focused on providing the best control over personal data, smart home 324

platforms are essentially designed to automate various aspects of physical devices ranging 325

from small devices with little computing power to large appliances such as refrigerators. 326

Personal Data Store (PDS) Smart Home Platforms (SHP)

To provide tools for individuals in 
order to have control over their data. 

To automate and control home based 
digital devices. 

Application (Digital Hub) TRUE TRUE

Third-party Apps TRUE TRUE

IoT devices (e.g., Sensors, Smart 
devices ) FALSE TRUE

Local or Cloud_based database 
(Data store) TRUE TRUE

Intended Environment The Web, Mobile devices, Social 
Media Networks, IoT devices Smart home devices

Data access control (Authentications & 
Authorisation)

TRUE Limited 

Data Monitoring & analytics TRUE FALSE

Data Marketplace TRUE FALSE

Data Collection TRUE TRUE

Notifications TRUE TRUE

Functions

Main 
Components

Core Objective

1

Figure 2. Similarities and differences between PDS platforms and Smart Home Platforms
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4.6. Using PDS platforms for enabling Personal data marketplace 327

With the new EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), individuals have 328

become more than ever able to collect, transfer, store and even trade their personal data. 329

Under these new regulations, individuals have the right to transfer their data collected by 330

firms and other service providers. However, without the use of PDS platforms, it would 331

be difficult for individuals and data consumers to exchange data and create mutual value 332

since there are technical challenges that both sides would face. Therefore, PDS platforms 333

are designed and engineered to overcome these challenges by creating decentralised data 334

marketplaces that enable all parties to share and trade personal data in several ways. 335

The first way is to ensure the supply of personal data by allowing individuals to 336

gain and retrieve their data from big firms or service providers (e.g., Digi.me). This is 337

because, currently, firms or service providers collect and own personal data. Second, PDS 338

platforms provide tools individuals can use to manage and control their data. This includes 339

their ability to short, search, and transfer personal data analysis in order to transform 340

personal data into meaningful information. Third, PDS platforms enable individuals to 341

specify and reconfigure their security, privacy and sharing preferences regarding data 342

sharing and access control. Finally, PDS platforms can be seen as a potential enablers for 343

the data-sharing marketplace because they will ultimately need to provide methods and a 344

virtual environment where data consumers can request and negotiate access to individuals’ 345

personal data. In contrast, individuals should be able to approve requests to buy their data 346

and receive returned value (e.g., money, discount or free services). 347

4.7. Key Enabling Technologies for PDS Platforms 348

Blockchain can be viewed as a decentralised Internet infrastructure that provides a 349

shared, immutable and transparent history of transactions. In a blockchain network, a set 350

of miners work together to verify and record transactions and maintain a public ledger 351

[73]. From a technological point of view, integrating blockchains with the development of 352

PDS platforms can provide multiple features. First, blockchains as a decentralised system 353

can provide a robust storage system since there is no central point of failure. In addition, 354

PDS platforms need to provide a unique identity (Self-Sovereign Identity) to associate 355

individuals’ personal data, which could lead to several other benefits, decentralised access 356

control, decentralised data search, and decentralised data marketplace [74]. Moreover, 357

blockchain technology helps PDS platforms with requests related to data authentications, 358

verification and authorisation. 359

Smart contract has been introduced earlier than Blockchain, but it has been recently as- 360

sociated with Blockchain. This is because smart contracts are a form of self-governance and 361

self-managed transactions that can be executed and stored automatically in the Blockchain, 362

enabling self-governance over data. In the context of PDS platforms, smart contracts can 363

be used as a solution for personal data determination, which refers to the ability to deter- 364

mine the ownership of personal data and the right to use and transfer it [73]. In SOLiD, 365

smart contracts have been transparently defined and enforced data access policy in which 366

individuals and service providers can deploy policies as smart contracts [9]. 367

Semantic technologies are used to ease data interoperability, which is regarded as 368

an essential feature of a fully functioning PDS ecosystem. This is because, in reality, 369

PDS platforms need to effectively interact and communicate with various types of data 370

forms, data exchange protocols, systems, heterogeneous devices, etc. Therefore, semantic 371

technologies can facilitate interoperability through semantic annotation, managing access, 372

resource discovery and knowledge extraction [75]. With semantics technologies, individuals 373

could also transfer and exchange personal data with various entities (e.g., between PDSs). 374

For instance, RML.io (RDF Mapping Language) has been used in a proposed solution that 375

allows individuals to transfer personal data into an interoperable format to their personal 376

data store [76]. Furthermore, semantic technologies are used to link and organise data in 377

decentralised stores based on authorisation methods for granting access to data. In order to 378
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automate these processes, [77], for example, used semantic web-based policy languages 379

which allow expressing rich rules for consent and data requests. 380

Various other technologies have also been used to enable the existence of PDS plat- 381

forms, such as Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence (AI). In this context, the use of 382

machine learning tools have been used to learn how to answer future third-party data re- 383

quests [78], privacy preference suggestions and personalised privacy settings, and Privacy 384

preference enforcement [11]. Users of PDS can also benefit from personalised AI services 385

by providing controlled access to their data or by asking providers to send their AI services 386

into users’ PDS [79]. 387

4.8. Existing PDS Platforms 388

Many PDS platforms have developed over the last two decades. While some of these 389

platforms were built by commercial companies and the open-source community, others 390

were developed as research projects. Each of these platforms has focused on specific 391

features to help grow and adopt the user-centric model. In the following, we will discuss 392

the development of these platforms as depicted in Figure 3. 393

Hub of All Things (HAT) is a decentralised micro-server that gives individuals the 394

full legal right to their data. This micro-server is hosted in the cloud, and personal data can 395

be accessed using various devices [80]. Collected data from various sources can be stored 396

and visualised. In addition, users can install tools (apps) in their micro-server to conduct 397

private analytics and gain insights about their health, e-history and others. With relevance 398

to data access, users can use some technical tools to transfer their data with their permission 399

and permit app developers to analyse their data. In return, the user can have tangible 400

benefits such as free service. The HAT PDS can only be accessed by the owner (user) and 401

not by HAT because users are considered here as the only controller and processors of the 402

data within the HAT PDS. 403

Mydex is a PDS platform that is designed to enable users to realise the value of their 404

data [81], [82]. Users can achieve this goal by allowing app developers or data consumers 405

to access their data. Each time they access a user data, they have to pay a transaction fee 406

to PDS users, and the platform collects a percentage of each data transaction. Mydex is a 407

cloud-based platform on which various apps can be installed. Because of encryption, only 408

users can view data in the PDS account. However, app developers and data consumers 409

can also be able to view specific data once they have the required consent. In addition, the 410

platform provides different data capture mechanisms, and users can fill in their data or let 411

other organisations populate their PDSs. 412

Personal data vaults (PDV) is privacy architecture presented by [83], [84] and [85]. 413

PDV is software that runs on a mobile phone and communicates with PDV, which works 414

as a middle layer between a user’s mobile phone and the third-party application. PDV 415

works like online personal data storage, where an individual can upload personal data. It 416

provides storage, authentication, access control mechanisms and a user interface. The goal 417

of this PDV is to maintain the ownership of the individual’s data. PDV acts as a middle 418

software that allows individuals to control and filter data before being shared with internet 419

service providers. Individuals also can decide what and with whom data will be shared. 420

However, PDV is designed for the mobile phone environment. As a result, stored data are 421

only related to locations, movements, images, texts and health data. 422

Personicle was presented as a framework that collects, manages, and correlates per- 423

sonal health data from heterogeneous sources and detectors events happening at a personal 424

level [86]. Data is gained from different sensors such as Microsoft Kinect, onboard sensors 425

on mobile phones and wearable tracking sensors. 426

Meeco is similar to previous PDS in terms of empowering individuals to own and ben- 427

efit directly from their data [87]. However, Meeco is more focused on helping individuals 428

to gain insights and have the data to negotiable better outcomes. 429

MyData Store is a tool that enables individuals to control and share their data [88]. 430

According to this study, MyData Store is a secured digital space owned and controlled 431
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MyDex 2007

- Best Known As:  a PDS platform
that allows users to manage their own
personal information in their own
right (e.g., keep, delete, find, and
verify). 
- Built By: By a commercial company
(Community Interest Company)

Personal data vaults (PDV) 2010

- Best Known as: the software that
runs on mobile phones as a middle
layer between users and third-party
applications. The goal of PDV is to
maintain the ownership of personal
data. 
- Built By: academic
researchers.

Personicle 2013

- Best Known For: its ability to
collect, manage, and correlates
personals data from various sources
to build individual Health Persona.
- Built By: academic researchers.

SoLID  2018

- Best Known: as an open-source
application to disrupt and change
the current internet for users to
have full control & value from
data. 
- Built By: Open source
community & commercial
company (Inrupt).

Hub of all-Things (HAT) 2014

- Best Known For: personal data
ownership & control with the
ability to run private analytics and
gain insights related to health,
history and memories. 
- Built By: Commercial & non-
profit organisations.

Me Economy (Meeco) 2014

- Best Known As: a life platform
for individuals to manage all their
personal data and give permission
for others to access it and create
mutual value. 
- Built By: Commercial company

My Data Store 2014

- Best Known As: a tool that
enables individuals to control and
share their personal data in a
ubiquitous context. 
- Built By: academic researchers.

OpenPDS 2014

- Best Known As: a PDS that
allows users to collect, store and
give fine-grained access to their
metadata to a third party
(SafeAnswers). 
- Built By: academic researchers.

Webbox 2014

- Best Known As: a web-standard
based architecture that supports easy
maintenance and repurposing of the
individual’s own data for private,
social or public publishing,
collaboration and reuse.
- Built By: academic researchers.

IoT DataBox 2016

- Best Known As: a personal
network device (e.g., Raspberry Pi)
that allows users to collect,
organise and mediate access to their
personal data. 
- Built By: academic researchers. 

Digi.me 2017

- Best Known As: a platform that
provides tools for users to import
their scattered data from various
sources and enables them to share it
with trusted apps. 
- Built By: Commercial company

Figure 3. The Evolution of Personal Data Store.

by the user and acts as a repository for personal information. They designed this model 432

to collect, share and delete personal data on mobile phones. The framework provides a 433

user-centric and data management tool that can be used through the whole lifecycle of 434

individuals’ data, from data collection and use to data trading or monetisation [30]. 435

OpenPDS is another framework introduced by [27] intending to enable individuals 436

to manage their data safely and privately by giving only short answers to third parties 437

and prevent any direct access to the data. This framework is a practical way to protect 438

the privacy of individuals. This framework proved to be viable because it was applied 439

as a novel approach for recommender systems to overcome the limitations of the existing 440

systems [89]. 441

Webbox was initially introduced as a web-standard-based architecture that supports 442

easy maintenance and re-purposing of the individual’s data for private, social or public 443

publishing, collaboration and reuse [90]. It was also proposed as an alternative solution 444

to the existing online Personal Information Management (PIM) service, which does not 445
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enables users to fully control their information in terms of how it can be accessed, stored, 446

and guaranteed (e.g., long-term persistence and security). 447

Databox is an alternative user-centric approach proposed to enable individuals to 448

coordinate the collection processes and the management of their data [40]. Databox allows 449

users to selectively and transiently share personal data with a third party for specific 450

purposes. Later, the IoT Databox model is presented to enable internal and external 451

accountability [44]. The IoT Databox was mainly designed as a physical device for the 452

IoT environment. Data transfer is enabled here, and users can install apps locally. Unlike 453

PDS HAT, Databox assigns the role of the data controller to external parties, such as app 454

developers, when data is transferred out of the Databox, and they would not be when the 455

data is at rest in the device. 456

SOLiD proposed to provide a set of tools for building decentralised Web applications, 457

including the ability for individuals to store and trade their data [91]. In addition, they 458

offer actual data ownership, where individuals can choose where their data is stored and 459

who can access it. Organisations can also benefit from existing data that users have already 460

stored and use such data without needing to build up customer networks. 461

Digi.me provides tools for individuals to import their scattered data from apps and 462

websites. Once data is imported, individuals would take control of the data [92]. They 463

would also be able to search and browse that data and let third-party apps and websites 464

integrate and access it. Digi.me claims that its business model complies with GDPR consent 465

requirements for data processing. 466

KRAKEN Project is a European project that aims to develop a trusted and secure 467

personal data platform. It enables individuals to share trade-sensitive personal data (e.g., 468

educational and health records and well-being data from wearable devices) and their ability 469

to maintain full control and ownership of their data throughout the entire data lifecycle [93]. 470

The project also aims to provide individuals with advanced technological methods such 471

as privacy-aware analytics, self-sovereign identity and data portability control. KRAKEN, 472

as a personal data platform solution, initially aimed to focus on the health and education 473

sectors. 474

PimCity Project enables individuals to regain control of their personal data by building 475

a platform where individuals can share and trade personal data with businesses and 476

organisations [94]. The project delivers Personal Information Management Systems (PIMS) 477

based on a user-centric model. The project also aims to increase transparency in the online 478

data market by implementing a PIMS development kit (PDK) (e.g., personal data safe and 479

personal consent management) that allows developers to engineer and experiment with 480

new solutions. 481

TRUSTS Project aims to create a secure and trustworthy European market for personal 482

and industrial data [95]. The project was initiated in 2020 by European Union’s Horizon 483

research and innovation research and based on the experiences of two large national data- 484

sharing projects. The platform aims to connect stakeholders, provide generic functionality 485

and act as a platform federation between data markets. Furthermore, the platform provides 486

an operational and GDPR-compliant European data marketplace and follows the reference 487

architecture designed by the International Data Spaces (IDS). The platform aims to improve 488

the integration and adoption of future platforms by providing services to identify and 489

overcome legal, ethical and technical challenges across-border data markets. 490

5. Analysis of Existing Personal Data Stores 491

PDS platforms provide an alternative way for individuals to regain control over their 492

data. Currently, personal data are collected and processed by big institutions (companies 493

and governments) and app developers. One crucial flaw with this approach is that users 494

usually have very limited visibility over their data in terms of various aspects, including the 495

collection, analysis and sharing of data. In contrast, PDS platforms provide various capabil- 496

ities and the needed infrastructure that allows users to collect, analyse, give permissions 497

for data access and share their data with those interested in it. 498
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PDS 
Platforms

PD 
Gathering

PD 
Search

PD 
Visualisatio

n

Authorisation 
(App access, 

transfer, 
read\write, 

query, notify, 
share)

Computation 
Analysis 
(Local, 

Remote)

PD 
Trading 

Notifications 
(Risks, 

Requests)

Type 
(Centralised, 
Decentralise
d, Hybrid)

Components
Storage 
(Local, 
Cloud)

Intended 
Environment 

(Web, 
Smartphone, 
IoT, Social 
media sits)

DataBox, IoT 
DataBox Yes Yes Yes Yes Local No Yes Decentralised

DataBox, App 
Store, Third-

party processors
Local All

Mydex Limited Yes Yes Limited Remote Yes Yes Centralised Sandbox server Cloud Limited

OpenPDS Yes Yes Yes Yes Local No Yes Decentralised Database, PDS 
Front-End Local Limited

HAT Yes Yes Yes Yes Remote No Yes Hybrid HAT App, cloud 
Servers Cloud Limited

MyData No No Yes Limited Remote No Yes Centralised App, digital 
Space Local Limited

Solid | Inrupt Yes Yes Yes Yes Remote N\A N\A Decentralised Pods, App, 
Servers Cloud All

PDV, PDS Yes No Yes Limited Remote No Yes Hybrid

Rule 
Recommender, 

Traceaudit, 
Privacy Policy 

Manager, Access 
Control list, Data 

storage

Cloud Smartphone

WebBox Yes No Yes Limited N\A No Yes Decentralised
Data space, 
access control 
and messaging

Cloud All

Digi.me Yes Yes Yes Yes Remote Yes Yes Centralised Web App, Data 
store Cloud All

Meeco Yes Yes Yes Yes Remote Yes Yes Centralised Web App, Data 
store Cloud All

PDS capabilities (Functions) PDS Architecture

1

Figure 4. Analysis of capabilities and architecture in PDS. (HAT [80], Mydex [81], PDV [84], Personicle
[86], Meeco [87], MyData [30], OpenPDS [27], Webbox [90], Databox [40], SOLiD [91], Digi.me [92]

Several PDS platforms are available today for individuals to use and control their 499

personal data. Therefore, in the following, we will explore various available PDSs plat- 500

forms. We intend to analyse these PDS platforms based on their capabilities that empower 501

individuals to control their data [7]. These functionalities can be seen as as follows: 502

1. Ability for individuals to capture and store personal data from different sources. 503

2. Ability for individuals to process and conduct computation analysis to gain a better 504

understanding of themselves and provide apps that help them achieve that. 505

3. Ability for individuals to view, monitor and take immediate actions in real-time with 506

aspects related to the control of their personal data. 507

4. Individuals’ ability to gain social and economic benefits by controlling the disclosure 508

of their personal data based on their terms and preferences. 509

Based on these essential functions, several existing PDS platforms, readily available 510

for individuals to use, are analysed in subsequent sections. 511

5.1. Personal Data Capture and Storage 512

In the digital world, personal data can be generated in various ways, including and 513

not limited to sensors, online web services, and data entry. However, data can be generated 514

automatically by the software and by browsing websites [96]. PDS platforms are supposed 515

to offer individuals tools to collect personal data from various sources. The collected data 516

will then be stored locally in a physical device or the cloud. In addition, individuals should 517

be able to manually enter and store their personal data. Finally, individuals should also be 518

able to delete some or all of their personal data. 519

5.2. Personal or Self-data Analytics 520

Unlike the current approach, where personal data is processed and analysed using 521

third-party servers, PDSs offer individuals the ability to perform analytics locally [97]. 522

Users can process and analyse local data stored in their PDSs by installing and executing 523

apps at their PDSs. Depending on the PDS platforms, apps might need to transfer data 524

from a user PDS to app developers to process the data once they have permission to do 525
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so. On the other hand, some apps allow users to perform all data processing and analytics 526

locally, but they need user consent to access their data. 527

5.3. Data access-control, data sharing, and data transfer 528

One major issue with the current internet paradigm is that users can only benefit from 529

web-based services by giving service providers a set of permissions, including indefinite 530

access to their personal data. Users usually have no choice but to limit or stop these 531

permissions without service cancellation. As an alternative approach, all PDS platforms 532

have very restricted terms regarding data access, data aggregation or data release. This 533

means data consumers always need to specify why and what type of data needs to be 534

accessed and transferred, and where and how data analytics results will be used. For 535

example, users could limit the number of times their data will be accessed for more security. 536

The primary goal of these restrictions is to give users full control over their data processing 537

and analysis. Similarly, app developers or any interested party in the result of data analytics 538

will not have access to use raw data since they are not responsible for data management or 539

processing. 540

In Databox, users can control data access according to their privacy needs and prefer- 541

ences. Users can be more specific in terms of the restrictions of the duration of data source 542

accessibility, how frequently data can be accessed, how data can be read and other abilities 543

to reduce data dimensionality. 544

Furthermore, PDVLoc was developed as a model for access control mechanism [83], 545

[84]. This framework is designed to share data selectively through a Personal Data Vault 546

(PDV). This framework aims to provide users with flexible and fine-grained access control 547

over their location data. In [98], another novel architecture system allows an individual 548

to selectively assign access rights to various data consumers by using an authorisation 549

manager. This architecture allows individuals to define data sharing policy using a specific 550

web-based interface. It can also be described as a data-sharing protocol that interacts with 551

all mentioned entities. 552

The ability to share personal data has many issues such as the right of ownership, 553

storing, and protection. Several solutions in the literature have been presented. For 554

instance, a decentralised identity manager was proposed and tested as a viable solution 555

to these issues [4]. This research provides a PhD project that focuses on the analysis of 556

mental health user requirements, concerns and expectations for sharing personal data with 557

health providers and others [43]. The findings of this research show that there are some 558

recommendations that designers and app developers need to consider. For instance, the 559

interviewee expresses concerns about the journey of their date if they allow access to it. 560

They also need full control to decide when whom and what level of data can be shared, 561

and they need to have a trusted technological solution (with no data leak) to share the data. 562

As we mentioned earlier, PDV is a proposed architecture that allows users to define 563

data for sharing and make decisions about with whom data can be shared and at what 564

level of data [84]. Some of the previous research studies only work regarding location. 565

Besides, most of this research works directly with social sites. However, this paper is more 566

concerned about sharing personal data by using personal data stores. For personal data 567

sharing, [73] propose a personal data determination method based on smart contract and 568

blockchain. This method enables individuals or data subjects to claim the ownership of 569

their personal data and who can access or use it, and how to transfer the data ownership to 570

others. For data sharing using PDS, [46] proposes a framework to guarantee the authenticity 571

of the shared data in real time and provide transactional privacy in a blockchain network. 572

They argue that in PDS-System, the shared data is not accessed directly by data consumers 573

who often rely on offline authorisation mechanisms. Their framework solves this problem 574

by allowing data consumers to verify the shared document’s authenticity easily. A similar 575

blockchain mechanism was proposed for OpenPDS [99]. However, they differ in terms of 576

whether personal data is stored in blockchain (OpenPDS) or in PDS. 577
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5.4. Monitoring, Visualisation and Data Trading 578

Many PDS platforms provide various means for users, including logs, audits, and 579

visualisations, to monitor and have insights about personal data at PDSs and the behaviours 580

of installed apps. This means users can review and inspect data processing and operation 581

at their PDSs and change their preferences and constraints whenever necessary. 582

Bell [50] has proposed an artefact (software service) in a fictional data trading scenario. 583

He used agent-based modelling to learn more about individuals’ trading and marketplace 584

behaviours. He presented a personal data trading model for a single person and data 585

trading business. Fictional constructs or objects that emerge from this model have also 586

been discussed. Other researchers address the design of sensing as a service ecosystem 587

where data owners can trade their personal data using the Data Bucket App [19]. HAT also 588

provides individuals with a micro-server that stores data client-side. The primary purpose 589

of HAT PDS is to create a new marketplace for users to trade and gain value over their 590

personal data. 591

6. Architectures for PDS Platforms and their components 592

The architecture of PDS platforms can be categorised into three categories: centralised, 593

decentralised and hybrid [4]. First, we define centralised PDS platforms as when only a 594

central authority manages the service and trust between users and services and mediates 595

trust and legal issues. In contrast, decentralised PDS platforms are characterised by the 596

absence of central authority, but specific methods are used to regulate trust and data 597

exchange. Finally, in hybrid PDS platforms, users and a few reliable authorities shared the 598

role of management and trust (see Figure 4). In addition, PDS platforms are designed to be 599

cloud-based storage or local-based storage. With cloud-based PDS platforms, APIs will 600

act as an intermediate layer and an access point to web-based technologies for third-party 601

developers with a proprietary system. In contrast, local-based PDS platforms require 602

individuals to have a physical device to store their personal data in encrypted form and 603

access it through APIs. 604

Based on the main aims of these PDS platforms, each PDS platform has logically 605

distinct components. These components are essentially responsible for core functions 606

related to storing data, managing data and access control, managing identity, managing 607

privacy preferences (authentications, authorisations), and providing web interfaces for 608

individuals to manage consents and notifications as illustrated at a high level in (Figure 609

5). Each PDS platform uses various components, which we will discuss separately in the 610

following sections. The aim is to provide an architectural overview of each PDS platform 611

without going too deep to explain all the technical details. 612

OpenPDS has a unique architecture to increase an individual’s privacy by answering 613

questions instead of releasing or sharing copies of raw data or anonymised metadata [27]. 614

The framework of this architecture is called SafeAnswer and comprises two separate layers. 615

The first layer includes the database, where storing and processing sensitive data takes 616

place. The second layer (PDS Front-End) uses a privacy-preserving group computation 617

method to anonymously aggregate data related to various users without sharing sensitive 618

data. This architecture is believed to provide one of the safest privacy mechanisms because 619

requests for personal data are always processed and validated by the PDS Front-End and 620

sent as back as answers without needing to share the raw data. 621

Databox has several components [42] including container manager, driver, store, apps, 622

and arbiter. External data sources access the Databox via drivers, and data will become 623

available to apps for processing. Individuals can load Apps from a remote store provided 624

by third parties. Databox is a platform where data from various resources can be accessed 625

and processed locally. The container manager allows access to selected stores by external 626

data processors. It also contains a set of management functions to manage container 627

instances, record all installed drivers and applications (directory), provide interconnection 628

between running components (bridge), and manage the interaction between components 629

and external processors (arbiter). 630
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Figure 5. Architectural Components of Existing PDS Platforms. (HAT [80], Mydex [81], PDV [84],
Personicle [86], Meeco [87], MyData [30], OpenPDS [27], Webbox [90], Databox [40], SOLiD [91],
Digi.me [92]

The MyData architecture aims to provide a standard that enables individuals to easily 631

grant and withdraw consent for data processing [30]. It also aims to enable service creation 632

and provide tools for individuals to track and monitor how their data is being used. Within 633

MyData architecture, there are four core concepts, including the individual as the Account 634

Owner, MyData Operators, Sources, and Sinks. The MyData operator is responsible for 635

hosting MyData accounts which enable digital consent management (authorisation as a 636

service). In addition, MyData Account encompasses the individual’s digital identity, linked 637

services and authorisations. The source is another important entity that provides Account 638

Owners’ data (only with given authorisation) to one or more Sinks. Finally, Sink is an entity 639

that fetches data (only with authorisation) from one or more Sources and uses the data to 640

produce the agreed services. 641

As mentioned earlier, the architecture of PDV is designed as a privacy approach that 642

aims to secure sensitive data stored on mobile phones, such as locations, images, and health 643

data. According to PDV architecture, individual’s can be stored in secured containers to 644

which only the individual has complete access and control. Based on PDV architecture, 645

there are three mechanisms for managing data policies: granular Access Control Lists 646
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(ACLs), a rule recommender and a traceaudit. Granular ACLs enable individuals to control 647

and selectively share fine-grained location data. The rule recommender provides informed 648

knowledge of the consequences of location data sharing and facilitates the application of 649

privacy policies. Finally, the traceaudit aims to provide frequent reports regarding data 650

sharing and alerts when potential risks are detected. 651

In Solid architecture, the main component is a pod which refers to a Web-accessible 652

personal online data store where individuals’ data is stored. In the pod, individuals can. In 653

this architecture, individuals’ data is managed independently from the applications that 654

generate and consume this data. Some of the existing W3C standards and protocols enable 655

features such as authentication, interactions between application pods and communications 656

between pods. Solid also uses vital technologies such as decentralised authentication, a 657

global ID space, and global single sign-on. Based on this architecture, applications can gain 658

access to the user’s pod through the identity profile, which is stored on a pod server. It will 659

then follow links initiated by the profile to discover and access individual data on one or 660

multiple pods. 661

WebBox architecture assumes that every individual has their own WebBox and HTTP 662

server, which hosts and securely maintains their data and mediates interactions between 663

other WebBoxes. Mainly, there are three components for the WebBox, namely data space, 664

access control and messaging. First, data space is used as a repository for small structured 665

information (data objects). The second main component is access control which is used 666

to authorise and configure data access for users and applications based on predefined 667

sharing policies. Finally, the messaging entity is responsible for notifying and receiving 668

notifications from remote WebBoxes regarding data changes or updates. 669

6.1. GAIA-X and IDS as Global Architectures for Data Space Ecosystem 670

The GAIA-X and International Data Spaces (IDS) Reference Architecture are closely 671

aligned with a shared goal to create the next generation of data sharing platforms (Data 672

spaces) 2 for European companies and their citizens [100]. The aim is also to build data 673

infrastructure with focus much focus on data sovereignty and creating a trusted data 674

ecosystem where data personal and industrial data can be securely and safely shared 675

among participants (e.g., data owner and data consumers). 676

However, the GAIA-X project specifically aims to provide a regulatory and technical 677

framework for data infrastructure and service providers [101]. The GAIA-X architecture 678

can be structured into data and infrastructure ecosystems. The former enables data spaces 679

where participants exchange data and smart services such as AI, big data and analytics 680

are provided. The latter focuses on providing and consuming infrastructure services (e.g., 681

hardware noes, application containers). The architecture also includes components of how 682

data is stored, transferred, and processed. It also defines participants involved in this 683

ecosystem, such as cloud service providers, network providers and edge cloud providers. 684

On the other hand, IDS Reference Architecture Model provides (RAM) a framework 685

to describe the roles that a participant (e.g., individuals and companies) can play in data 686

spaces. The RAM provides a technical description for a data space software architecture. 687

The architecture aims to maintain data security and protection for all involved participants. 688

From a functional point of view, the main components of the IDS RAM are IDS Connector, 689

IDS broker, and IDS clearing House. IDS Connector is the most important building block 690

responsible for ensuring that participants maintain sovereignty over the data [100]. IDS 691

connector acts as an interface between the internal systems of the IDS participants and the 692

IDS ecosystem. 693

Both can be used as a blueprint for data space implementation [102]. However, 694

Gaia-X uses the "International Data Spaces" Reference Architecture to ensure that data 695

usage controls are provided and compliance is assured. Individuals can benefit from both 696

2 According to the IDS RA, data spaces can be defined as a broad term that includes any ecosystem of data
models, datasets, ontologies, data sharing contracts and specialised management services (i.e. data sores,
centres, repositories)
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Table 3. Categories of issues and challenges facing the development of PDS

Social Challenges

- Lack of interest among individuals to use PDS.
- No tangible experience to attract users.
- Lack of trust in PDS providers.
- Lack of technical experience or expertise for managing and securing data.

[61], [14], [13]

Legal Challenges
- The determination of data controllers and processors.
- Compliance with GDPR regulations allowing individuals to exercise their rights.
- Understandability and adaptability of user privacy preferences.

[39], [4], [19] [13]

Technical Challenges

- Data interoperability.
- User consent management.
- Ease and automation for users with no technical knowledge.
- The ability to offer creative tools for data visualisation and analytics.
- The effects of the continuous change of personal data and technologies.
- The process of integrating all personal data that is collected from various sources.

[52], [19], [27], [14], [13]

architectures by guaranteeing privacy and having fair value or compensation when they 697

share their personal data. 698

7. Discussions 699

Since several PDS platforms are designed differently to provide a wide range of 700

functionalities, it is important to evaluate their applicability concerning the above-discussed 701

capabilities in the section and how such PDS platforms are being used. Therefore, our 702

analysis is mainly based on an evaluation framework presented in Figure 4. 703

HAT PDS is an industry-type platform that can be utilised by individuals, developers 704

and organisations from different countries worldwide. This platform can also be viewed 705

as one of the best well-designed PDS solutions for individuals. As we discussed in 4.8, 706

this platform provides a decentralised micro-server for individuals to collect personal data 707

from various resources on the Internet by linking their HAT Personal Data Account (PDA) 708

with web-services (e.g., social media accounts Fitbit and Spotify). Furthermore, individuals 709

can view, search, share and soon analyse personal data to gain better insights. Unlike 710

organisations that need to pay fees, the platforms do not charge individuals when they 711

offer products and services (universal ID, authentication, grants ownership and control of 712

personal data). Similarly, Meeco and Digi.me platforms provide tools for individuals to 713

access, control and securely exchange personal data with participants in the data ecosystems. 714

However, these two platforms are not technologically mature as the HAT PDS platform, 715

which provides better-integrated apps and tools for acquiring personal insights. 716

Similarly, Mydex has already been used by many individuals, service providers, and 717

governments in different counties. With this platform, individuals can store their data in 718

their own PDS and use it for exchange services such as managing chronic health conditions, 719

accessing debt advice and assuring their identities. In terms of capabilities and applicability, 720

this platform is one of the most mature PDS platforms that empower individuals to control 721

their personal data. 722

In contrast, OpenPDS is built as a personal metadata management framework that 723

allows individuals to collect, store and give fine-grained access to their metadata. However, 724

OpenPDS cannot be considered a stand-alone PDS platform that provides an independent 725

data-sharing ecosystem (e.g., Mydex or HAT) that enables individuals to share and trade 726

their personal data. Instead, this platform can be seen as a service (SaaS) for improving the 727

privacy and security of personal metadata. This service can be installed in a personal server 728

or a virtual machine to manage and view data access requests. Similar to OpenPDS but 729

with different system architecture, PDV was proposed as a privacy architecture by which 730

individuals regain ownership of their data. However, PDV was limited to location data in 731

the context of smartphones. 732

In Databox, although the platform is designed to manage data from various resources, 733

data cannot be stored locally. The platform is decentralised and aims to provide all the 734

needed capabilities except for data trading. As we mentioned, this platform was built as a 735

research project (preliminary prototype) with many unresolved challenges. In the same 736

vein, MyData and WebBox were built by researchers based on a user-centric approach. 737
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However, they are very limited in terms of their capabilities and potential application in 738

real-world settings. 739

8. Challenges and Future Directions 740

Research related to PDS platforms is still in its infancy, but rapid development and 741

promising achievements can be seen. Nevertheless, PDS platforms still face several chal- 742

lenges before reaching a reasonable maturity level. As shown in Table 3, we divided these 743

challenges into three categories, including social, legal and technical challenges. Each 744

challenge signifies several potential directions for future research. In the following sections, 745

we will discuss each category in more detail. 746

8.1. Social Challenges 747

One of the social concerns about the PDS model is how to increase the user’s adoption 748

and use of this model when most ordinary users have different perceptions of privacy and 749

security risks and those who need to see the value and the troubling make of this model. 750

In fact, users are usually not interested in trying new platforms without new and tangible 751

benefits. For example, although no PDS platform currently requires individuals to pay 752

fees for using their platform, there are still some hesitations about joining due to trust and 753

other issues. Some recent research shows users’ lack of interest in using and adopting PDS 754

platforms, which results in the fact that many of those PDS providers have been reluctant to 755

build new or improve the current functionalities of PDS. [29] argue that the PDS paradigm 756

must be flexible, robust and trusted to achieve the intangible benefits [24]. 757

8.2. Legal and Regulatory Challenges 758

In response to the legal requirements for the modern data economy, governments and 759

legislative bodies around the world have started introducing regulations (e.g., GDPR) to 760

protect our data. These regulations could be a driving force for individuals to trust and 761

join PDS platforms. However, there are several legal challenges that PDS platforms need 762

to overcome. The first challenge revolves around how to identify data controllers and 763

processors [4]. In other words, PDS platforms need to determine the purpose for which 764

and how personal data is processed. This is especially important for individuals interested 765

in sharing their data with third-party developers or apps. 766

Another issue is related to the fundamental rights that individuals need to exercise 767

over their data. For example, in Art 16 and 17 of the GDPR, data subjects have the right to 768

rectify, be forgotten, and withdraw their consent at any time. Although some PDS platforms 769

might allow users to exercise some of these rights, there are situations where it could be 770

difficult or impossible to achieve that, especially in a decentralised environment. Last but 771

not least, GDPR enforces data processors (e.g., App developers) platforms to be transparent. 772

This includes purpose specification, recipient, transfers, and salient details of automated 773

processing. Thus, PDS platforms need to provide mechanisms to show the potential risks 774

related to data access, processing, and sharing. In some existing PDS platforms, some 775

limited transparency tools are designed to articulate risks related to apps, and dashboard 776

notifications, which allow users to review the status of data processing, data processing 777

operations and the history of apps operations. 778

8.3. Technical Challenges 779

PDS platforms are determined to give individuals a set of technical capabilities that 780

enable them to regain control over their data for a long time. However, this objective 781

imposes some technical challenges that need to be tackled. These challenges can be divided 782

into two categories regarding the architectural design of PDS platforms and personal data 783

management. 784

A major technical challenge associated with the design of PDS platforms is to build a 785

technical solution with a high level of interoperability. This means that PDS architecture 786

must cooperate seemingly with other devices, systems and technologies without diffi- 787
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culty or restriction. This also includes the interoperability of data between different PDS 788

providers. To lessen this issue, organisations must work with different organisations in any 789

sector and make agreements about various things such as standards, protocols and others. 790

In addition, PDS platforms need to provide methods for individuals to capture and 791

understand their privacy preferences in different contexts [24]. Similarly, continuous 792

adaptations for users’ privacy preferences that may change over time must be technically 793

addressed. Regarding data trading, PDS platforms should be able to filter, test and recom- 794

mend the most appealing offers for the data owners based on their privacy preferences 795

and expectations. However, the key challenge here is the ability to provide means for data 796

owners to engage and negotiate offered rewards by data consumers and potential risks 797

associated with disclosing personal data. These privacy risks need to be carefully analysed 798

and presented to data owners in a simple and meaningful way (e.g., better smart UIs). In 799

addition, those individuals with little technical or no experience should be able to handle 800

the complexity of managing data security and longitudinal maintenance with ease [14]. 801

Another technical challenge is related to where personal data is processed. Currently, 802

well-developed PDS platforms provide only cloud-based architecture. However, it would 803

be even better for individuals to have another option to store and process their personal 804

data locally (personal server or machine). This means they do not need to transfer their 805

raw data to a third party to perform data analytics. Further, individuals will improve their 806

privacy and reduce potential security risks. Other benefits of local control are potential 807

computational advantages, decreasing latency, enhancing resilience, decreasing network 808

traffic and availability and access to data. Consequently, PDS platforms should enable 809

users to exercise their rights to limit and minimise data distribution, aggregating data 810

on the box and only returning the results of processing to data consumers. HAT expose 811

raw data to applications and fail to limit the potential risk of personal data misuse or the 812

potential use of data for unintended and not planned purposes [44]. Even though this is 813

a significant issue that needs to be considered, some PDS platforms expose raw data and 814

allow third-party organisations and apps to access and transfer personal data. 815

Finally, PDS platforms need to provide technical solutions for individuals who have 816

the right to own and control specific data (Shared ownership). This is very obvious in the 817

environment of IoT where several people (e.g., family members) own one device, sensor or 818

home appliance. All of them are expected to collect data related to all of them. As a result, 819

all these people must express and determine their data access and privacy preferences. 820

Thus, PDS platforms need to address this challenge by developing tools to manage data 821

access when shared data ownership exists. 822

9. Lessons Learned 823

More added-value is needed: PDS platforms are focused on providing tools for 824

individuals to enjoy the benefits of managing and controlling their personal data. This 825

includes the ability for individuals to conduct self-analytics and self-reporting. Besides, 826

individuals are promised to have the ability to share and manage access to their data. 827

Notably, these benefits might be enough for some individuals. However, to increase the 828

level of adoption, PDS platforms should also be able to provide tangible value and a 829

better experience. One possible way to do this is by creating a transparent market where 830

individuals can negotiate the direct or indirect value of giving access to organisations or 831

app developers. They also need to be able to assess the value of their data independently. 832

The direct value is a small amount of money, discounts, or free products. On the other hand, 833

the indirect value is the ability of organisations to deliver more relevant, personalised and 834

customised services or products. Currently, only basic tools for sharing data and managing 835

data access are provided as simple on and off buttons. Consequently, these tools need to 836

specify the level of raw data being shared and potential risks. 837

Providing solutions for major problems we face today could also be perceived as 838

added value by individuals. One example of this is related to personal data breaches. 839

Personal data are no longer safe and secured because many prestigious companies such as 840
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Facebook and LinkedIn could not prevent hackers from exposing data related to millions 841

of people. Meanwhile, PDS platforms could be a better solution to keep our data safe and 842

with fewer security risks. 843

Capabilities and architectural components: We observed that PDS platforms have 844

different frameworks. For instance, some PDS platforms are focused on personal data 845

stores where individuals essentially could have actual ownership over their data (e.g., 846

HAT). This means individuals can choose where data is stored and who can access it. On 847

the other hand, some PDS platforms have decided to concentrate on the personal data 848

market with a vision that allows users to gain value from their personal data by sharing or 849

selling it to businesses, governments and social network sites (e.g., Meeco). Nevertheless, 850

all PDS platforms share a central purpose that evolves around building data stores that 851

allow individuals to collect, store, and give access to other organisations. 852

We also learned that most PDS platforms share more similarities than differences 853

in architectural components and functions. As a result, multiple platforms might offer 854

substantial functionality and have unique architectural components. For instance, it would 855

be tempting to have PDS platforms that are locally controlled but still have all the cloud- 856

based functions. This means individuals will have better control over data travelling from 857

their devices to the cloud. At the same time, this might create severe issues for those 858

individuals with no technical experience, but with a high level of automation, this problem 859

might be lessened. 860

10. Implications 861

Our review of the body of literature and existing PDS platforms provides several 862

implications for researchers and anyone interested to know about the current state of PDS 863

platforms. From a research perspective, we did a comprehensive review of research related 864

to personal data stores in terms of their capabilities and functions. As such, we discussed 865

research studies related to PDS platforms and how they have evolved over the last two 866

decades from simple personal document storage to very sophisticated platforms that allow 867

individuals to control their personal data. This review also provides a complete analysis of 868

existing PDS platforms, which could be very useful for researchers to have an overview 869

of their aims, architectures, and capabilities. This contributes to the literature by better 870

understanding the similarities and differences between PDS platforms and their applica- 871

tions. This review revealed a need for further research around multiple research areas, 872

such as adopting and accepting PDS platforms, as well as many research opportunities 873

related to the technical challenges of PDS platforms. Moreover, this review recognised 874

the importance of data value exchange in developing PDS platforms. Besides controlling 875

personal data, individuals need to be able to share their data with data consumers and 876

receive direct or indirect returned value. Future research should investigate the legal aspect 877

of data trading in PDS platforms. Finally, from a practical perspective, this review uncovers 878

the need for evaluating existing PDS platforms in terms of their system performance, ease 879

of use, reliability and security. 880

11. Limitations 881

There are several limitations of this review. First of all, although we follow a com- 882

prehensive search methodology, this review is limited by a selection of databases and 883

search queries which may not be sufficient to retrieve all the possible references related 884

to PDS platforms. As such, we do not claim to have covered and identified all related 885

references, although we believe that our results give a detailed and inclusive view of the 886

current literature. Further, the categorisation of topics related to PDS platforms was based 887

on a manual analysis approach. Thus, some degree of subjectivity is inevitably anticipated. 888

Another limitation of this review is that all PDS platforms mentioned here were analysed 889

based on original references. We did not test their capabilities or performance in real-life 890

settings. 891
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12. Conclusion 892

The potential and expectations of PDS platforms have incredible benefits. We expect 893

these benefits to be valuable to individuals, organisations, and societies. While PDS 894

platforms focus on supporting individuals to regain control over their data, organisations 895

would be pleased to have access to clean, rich and safe data. This clean data would allow 896

organisations to be more cost-effective and have an efficient business process. However, 897

PDS platforms still need to deal with many challenges and issues before they can be 898

successfully and widely adopted. Therefore, this survey aims to explore this area by 899

focusing on recently published research articles. In particular, this report intends to find 900

out what research has been conducted in the area and the main issues and challenges facing 901

the development and adoption of PDS. 902

Towards this aim, this survey has also explored various research aspects of PDS, 903

including value, architecture and the capabilities of PDS platforms. Next, based on PDS 904

architectures, we summarised their core functionalities. In terms of challenges, we discuss 905

three types of challenges. The first is social challenges, mainly about the user’s perception 906

of the adoption of PDS platforms. Another major challenge relates to the ability of PDS 907

platforms to meet legal requirements and recommendations such as GDPR regulations. 908

Last but not least, PDS platforms can be viewed as an emerging technology that needs to 909

be technically improved. This means PDS designers and developers need to solve a set 910

of technical issues regarding data flow management between systems and applications, 911

automatic and semi-automatic validation of processes performed by PDS platforms, data 912

access and portability, and the ability to deal with the change effects on personal data over 913

time. We aim to address some of these issues and challenges in our future work. We can 914

use this survey to summarise research aspects related to PDS and addressing the challenges 915

for researchers and participants in this area. 916
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